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Campaign Volunteer Photography and Videography Agreement with CPWF UK 

Dear Volunteer   

The camera is the greatest weapon we can use when undertaking direct action in order to 

bring about both widescale and local change for the better. This agreement sets out terms so 

that both you and the organisation are confident and happy about the way these images can 

be used. 

This agreement applies for the duration of your time on any CPWF UK campaign whether 

using CPWF UK supplied or personal equipment. However, it does not apply to images clearly 

unrelated to the campaign taken using personal equipment e.g. holiday snap type 

photographs taken using your phone. 

As the photographer you 

 Will ensure that all media supplied to CPWF UK are taken by yourself unless otherwise 

made clear 

 Will provide media in the format agreed and, where appropriate, upload these to cloud 

storage provided by CPWF UK or to a provided portable hard drive 

 Will maintain confidentiality with regards to the specified brief and the details of 

individual imagery 

 Will assign intellectual property rights in perpetuity, including copyright, to CPWF UK 

unless agreed in writing prior to arrival on campaign  

 Will not share these images with any third party without prior written permission from 

CPWF UK 

CPWF UK 

 Will reimburse any out-of-pocket expenses agreed in advance 

 Will provide you with a named contact to liaise with and answer any queries regarding 

the imagery required 

 Can use the media to promote our work, including storage of these and use in any form of 

media 

 Can supply the media to external organisations or key individuals as long as its relevant to 

the work of CPWF UK 

These terms are agreed by both parties upon ticking the photography and videography 

agreement box in Assemble.  

 


